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WADHURST HISTORY SOCIETY 
 

 
 
 

NEWSLETTER No. 29 –   November 2013 

Notes from the Centre 
 

Church Street in 1907.                                                                                                                    (Stan Cosham Collection) 
 
We opened the doors of the Wadhurst History Centre for the first time in December 2011 and thus fulfilled one of Michael 
Harte ‘s long-held ambitions – to his obvious delight.  At that point, besides furniture, there was nothing much in the two 
rooms — it looked all right, as some of you saw at the time, but it provided little information!  Since then, therefore, a 
small group of members has been archiving, storing and cross-referencing on to index cards a huge number of 
documents, pictures, photographs, maps, memorabilia and artefacts. 
 
Most of this vast range of material has been acquired through residents, friends and the internet but in January 2013, we 
received the extraordinarily generous gifts of the Stan Cosham collection from his son, Anthony, and Neil Rose’s railway 
collections from Alison.  We are very grateful to both of them. Now the drawers, boxes and cupboards are filling up and it 
is quite clear that The Tabard and Michael Harte rooms are going to be a valuable source of information about Wadhurst, 
its neighbourhood and the community and the world at large.  Certainly our own knowledge of Wadhurst and its 
inhabitants over the centuries has grown markedly. We are also very grateful for the generosity of Val Tunbridge who 
gave to the Wadhurst History Society all the donations after the funeral of her Mother, Nora Tweedley. 
 
Recently we have been able to welcome to the Centre a number of  people who have been interested in specific areas of 
information (e.g various local families, estates and properties, the Church clock, the last prize fight, the storm of 1987) 
and we hope that it will not be too long before we are able to open the Centre on a regular basis so that you can all pop 
in. 
 
This was Michael’s dream and he imagined lots of activity as regards the membership’s consulting all the material 
available.  I hope that is what will be happening very soon. 
 
This edition of the Newsletter which is long overdue will feature some of the reports on the Talks since November 2011 
and some of our discoveries in the archives.  A  full version of all the Talks reports will be made available separately. 
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The Trustees  – Charity No. 1113106 

Chairman/ Heather Woodward        Chequers 
Secretary     Stone Cross Road 
 01892 783212 Wadhurst  TN5 6LR 
       
Treasurer     Ian Adam-Smith  Trewyck  
   Wppds Green 
 01892 782835   Wadhurst TN5 6QS 
  
                     David James                 Markwicks  
   Cousley  Wood 
                     01892 890330  Wadhurst TN5 6HG 
 
                   John Phipson                Olives Manor 
                                                        Churchsettle 
                     01892 782244              Wadhurst TN5 6NQ 
                           
 Rachel Ring                   Chestnuts 
  Stone Crpss Road                                                              
                     01892 783455              Wadhurst  TN5 6LR 
 

Management Committee 
 
Chairman       Heather Woodward       and Editor 

Vice-Chairman   David James 

Treasurer    Ian Adam-Smith 
 
Secretary    Peta Hodges    41 St James’s Road 
  Tunbridge Wells  

01892 536354   TN1 2JY 
 
Visits and    Rachel Ring 
Events Secretary                                              
            
Talks S Arthur Dewar 8 The Leas 
ecretary 01892 783935 Wadhurst TN5 6ES  
 
Committee     Anthony Cosham 8 Lavender Hill 
          01732 508645     Tonbridge TN19 2AT 

 Members     Sheila Mansfield  St Valentine’s   
  Southview Road 
          01892 785074        Wadhurst  TN5 6tl  

 Brenda Preston 4 Dewhurst Cottages 
 01892 782355 Wadhurst TN5 6TL 
  
 Val Tunbridge Fieldhaven  
  old Station Road 
 01892 782498 Wadhurst TN5 6TZ 
 

Talks Programme for 2014  

Thur 9 January Martin Turner : History of our Parish Church  

Wed 5 February Colin Breed: The Zeebrugge Ferry Disaster 

Wed 12 March        Tony Lloyd: Bewl Water 1968 – 2014 

Wed 9 April            Bob Ogley: 19th Century Kent 

Thur 8 May Frank Turner: Maunsell  Sea Forts of the  
Thames Estuary  

Wed 11 June Imogen Corrigan:  A Child’s life in the  
Middle Ages. 

Wed 9 July Stuart Robinson:The Plague City and the  
Plague Village 

Thur 18 September  Catherine Cooke:  Sir Arthur Conan Doyle  
and His Life in Crowborough 

Thur 9 October       BRIG HUGH WILING CBE:  Dunkirk 1940   
Defeat or Victory? 

Wed 12 November Members:  Short talks on topics of local  
historical interest 

Wed 10 December:  Annual General Meeting + Christmas  
through the (Victorian) Lantern  

 
Dr Michael John Harte 

 

 
MICHAEL HARTE was, by profession, a scientist but 
throughout his life he had a great love of history and, during 
his travels for work and for pleasure over the years, he 
acquired an extensive knowledge and understanding about 
things historical. 

Once he retired and was able to become more involved 
with the community of Wadhurst, he had a dream – to 
establish a History Society – and in 2003, that dream was 
partially realised when the Society opened its doors for the 
first time.  

As the Chairman of the Wadhurst History Society, Michael’s 
inspiration, enthusiasm, and sheer drive have carried us all 
forward helped by a hard-working, innovative committee 
and a thriving membership.  Many excellent talks, fund-
raising events and exciting outings have been enjoyed, and 
we have been proud to be able to produce six very varied 
publications in ten years. 

The second part of Michael’s dream was to find in a central 
position in Wadhurst suitable accommodation for the 
immense quantities of documents, photographs and 
memorabilia which generous people have given into the 
safe keeping of the Society.  In December 2011, he was at 
the forefront of arrangements as we moved into the new 
History Centre in part of what used to be the Social Club. 
That Centre now includes the Michael Harte room which, 
appropriately enough, is where the computers and 
technology are housed – Michael was a whiz-kid when it 
came to computers.  

Michael’s death in July 2012 was a shock to us all and we 
miss his personality and energy.  We are, however, glad 
that the Centre is now functioning as he would have wanted 
it, and soon it will be regularly open to the public.  Michael 
left a significant gap in our Society and we remember with 
gratitude all that he did for us. 
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Because of the amount of work which has been 
needed over the last year as regards the archiving 
and cataloguing of the contents of the History   
Centre, we regret that it has been impossible to 
produce a Newsletter.  Usually we include in each 
edition a report on every talk that has been given 
since the previous Newsletter.  Some, unfortunately,  
have been lost between computers and lack of space 
in this Newsletter means that there will be just a short 
selection included. 

June 2012 

Curiosities of the City of London 
by Stuart Robinson 

 
Stuart started off with a brief rèsumè of the history of 
London (pre City as we know it today) from Romans, 
through Saxons and Vikings up to the Blitz. His curiosities 
were probably not what members were expecting him to 
talk about but none the less they were an interesting 
cross section of City history.  

He started with the first Fire of London caused by the 
sacking of Roman London by Boudicca in 60AD. As a 
result of this Gaius Julius Alpinus Classicianus was 
appointed procurator to restore the finances and to 
rebuild the city. When he died in 65AD his wife erected a 
tombstone in his honour. This stone was ultimately 
broken up to build the mediæval walls of the city and 
archaeologists have recovered enough to enable them to 
ascertain to whom it was dedicated and understand 
through the Annals of Tacitus his actions in restoring 
Roman London. It may now be seen in the British 
Museum. 

Stuart then moved to the second Fire of London known to 
the audience as the Great Fire of 1666. The Fire, starting 
in Pudding Lane in a baker’s shop (hence the Monument) 
jumped the Fleet River although it was 30ft wide and was 
only stopped at Pie Corner, having destroyed ¾ of the 
City in 5 days, by the wind changing direction. Stuart drew 
our attention to a small wooden figure at Cock Lane near 
Pie Corner where the fire ended. Blame was directed at 
foreigners or Catholics, but some said it was divine 
retribution for going from a devout Cromwellian 
administration to the dissolute reign of Charles II. 

Drinking fountains were his next topic. Dr John Snow 
(commemorated now by a Soho pub) discovered the 
polluted water supply caused outbreaks of cholera. In 
1859 Samuel Gurney MP opened the first public fountain 
providing clean drinking water, preferable to gin or beer! 
This fountain is to be found still in the wall of St 
Sepulchre-without-Newgate opposite the Old Bailey. 

Stuart next gave a gruesome account of a condemned 
man’s final hours on his way to the scaffold and the 
derivation of some of the expressions in common 

parlance today that result from those practices. Public 
executions were carried out at Tyburn, roughly Marble Arch 
today. They were popular events with many thousands 
paying to view the spectacle and popular also with doctors 
who were able to obtain bodies for dissection. The 
expression “to go west” comes from this era as the prison 
was at Newgate, near the Old Bailey and Tyburn was west. 
Also the condemned (and there may have been many) 
were allowed to stop at some hostelry to have a final drink, 
known as “one for the road”. The driver of the wagon 
carrying the guilty had to stay with his wagon and was not 
allowed a drink, hence “on the wagon”. Was that the first 
drink – drive legislation? And finally to expedite the death 
by hanging, a rather inexact science at that time, friends or 
family were encouraged to hang on the feet of the guilty. 
These were known as “hangers on”. 

Postman’s Park and the Watts Cloister was the next 
subject. G.F. Watts, an eminent painter and socialist, was 
disillusioned with the fact that only the rich had monuments 
raised in their honour when they died. His cloister contains 
53 Doulton tiles commemorating the brave deeds of 
ordinary people who died saving others. This cloister may 
be seen at St. Botolph’s Aldersgate, off St Martin’s le 
Grand. 

On a building on the corner of Eastcheap and Philpot Lane 
there is an interesting Italianate building of the Victorian 
era, formerly used to store herbs but these days of course 
used as offices. If you look very carefully you will find two 
little mice fighting over a piece of cheese, all done in 
plaster. No one knows why it is there. 

And in celebration of its 250th anniversary Stuart  told us the 
mysterious ghost story of Cock Lane that turned out to be 
not a ghost story but a story of usury and non-payment of 
the debt, marriage and living in sin, death and a general 
tale of deceit by all concerned. But it attracted hordes to the 
Lane including Samuel Johnson who came up with the 
name of “Scratching Fanny of Old London Town” to identify 
one of the miscreants. The whole shoddy affair came to 
court and it was proved that the usurer, Mr Kent, was 
innocent and his landlord, Mr Parsons, to whom he had lent 
money, was guilty. But the building is no longer there 
though Cock Lane is to be found near Smithfield Market. 

Jeremy Oldershaw 

 
July 2012  

Sources and Techniques for Researching 
Family History    by Lady Teviot 

 
Lady Teviot’s talk was of great assistance to the many 
members who have become involved in researching the 
background to their families. She identified a number of 
helpful sources: 

1. The knowledge of relations 
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2. Civil registration. Copies of birth, marriage and 
death certificates are available at a cost of £9.25. 
They go back to 1837. 

3. Census returns, beginning in 1801, but only 
defining households from 1841. The latest 
available is 1911, and the only subsequent one 
we may see is 1921 as 1931 was destroyed and 
war prevented 1941. It is important to check an 
individual against a series of censuses since 
some information given may have been 
inaccurate. US and Canada have census records, 
but Australia and South Africa have shredded 
theirs. 

4. Parish Registers provide dates of baptism and 
burial but are dependent on the reliability of the 
incumbent or parish clerk. They sometimes give 
the cause of death. They began in 1538, became 
clearer after the 1754 Parish Marriage Act and an 
Act of 1813 requiring separate registers. 

5. Wills and probate. Enquiries through the various 
early ecclesiastical courts are complex, but 
“Ancestry” helps for probate and National 
Archives. 

6. Sites: Several helpful ones were suggested 
including Ancestry for military records; Find my 
Past for emigrants: Scotland’s People; the 
National Archive for Ireland; Family Search, 
through the Church of the Latter Day Saints; 
Families in British India Society; the British 
Library; Ellis Island, covering immigration and 
emigration in US 1890 – 1926: Historical 
Directories, providing the detail of local 
directories; County Record Offices for tithe maps, 
school details etc 

7. The Federation of Family History Societies 
provides a leaflet that identifies useful web sites, 
gives initial guidance on research, and the 
contacts of various family history societies. 

Following a series of further suggestions and questions 
from members of the audience David James thanked 
Lady Teviot for the clear guidance that she had given and 
we enjoyed the range of documents that she had brought 
with her. 

November 2012   

Soldier, Soldier, won’t you marry me? 
by Timothy Cox 

 
Timothy Cox treated us to the tale of the soldier’s wife 
from the mid 17th century until the end of the 19th – a tale 
of hardship, disruption and deprivation, yet one of 
devotion nevertheless. 

From the time of the establishment of a standing army in 
1660, the idea of a military wife became accepted – but not 
necessarily welcomed.  There was no marriage allowance, 
but a “quota” of about 6 wives per 100 men would be “on 
the strength” – and they would earn their keep as cooks, 
laundry women and nurses.  With their husband’s career 
being in the army for life, and the regiment being moved 
from place to place, it was a peripatetic existence.  The pay 
of the men was poor – 8 pence per day less deductions for 
food, uniform and medical needs  - and a wife on the 
strength would get half a man’s rations (and children, one 
quarter).  She would, however, be subject to military 
discipline and offences such as theft, brawling, 
drunkenness or adultery would result in lashings, running 
the gauntlet or the whirligig – or being struck off the 
strength. 

But there are some remarkable stories: Mother Ross, who 
lost her husband in 1693, enlisted herself and under the 
name Christian Welsh or Davies, joined the dragoons and 
her gender was undetected until she was wounded in 1706.  
She continued and eventually died in 1739 (several 
husbands later) having been awarded a pension of one 
shilling a day.  In 1759, during the siege of Quebec, the 
women were pressed into the Royal Artillery to serve the 
guns.  And in 1857 during the Indian Mutiny, Bridget 
Widdowson held 11 mutineers prisoner with just a sword; 
she was relieved by 2 soldiers, and within 20 minutes the 
prisoners had escaped. 

Campaigns in Spain (the Peninsular War), India, the West 
Indies and the Crimea in the 19th century were hazardous 
for both soldiers and their wives, and the greater number of 
casualties arose from disease rather than fighting.  If the 
soldier was killed and his wife survived, she would likely 
remarry – and some women married as many as 6 times in 
a campaign such as the Peninsular War. 

Sometimes a foreign woman would become an army wife.  
One young Spanish girl, Juana, married an officer, Harry 
Smith, after the siege of Badajoz and as he progressed 
through the ranks in campaigns in India and South Africa 
she eventually gave her name to Ladysmith in South Africa. 

By the end of the 19th century, the army was becoming 
better organised and more permanent barracks were 
established, though the married quarters were not great - a 
corner of the soldiers’ dormitory separated by hanging 
blankets.  But the women backed up their menfolk despite 
the often appalling conditions and dangers they had to 
endure.  However one is left with the question – why would 
a woman want to put up with the rigours of an army life?  
And the answer was that, despite the hardships it was 
probably better than staying at home!   

Mike Goolden 
March 2013  
 

Siegfried Sassoon by Sam Gray 
 

Sam outlined the origins of the Sassoon family, wealthy 
Sephardic Jewish merchants in the Middle East, dealing in 
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silks and opium. David Sassoon, born in 1792, had 8 
sons and was the first Sassoon to adopt European dress, 
coming to London in 1858. His family followed and he 
became fabulously rich, providing Indian cotton for the 
Lancashire mills when the American Civil War (1861-
1865) prevented any imports arriving from the USA. 

David’s son Alfred (1861-1895), a gifted musician (owning 
two Stradivarius violins), married a High Church Gentile, 
Theresa Thornycroft, and, consequently, was cut off from 
his family. Having met and fallen in love with her at a 
sculpture class, he became a sculptor. Their marital home 
was ‘Weirleigh’ (built by a Mr Weir), close to Matfield and 
Brenchley, described by Siegfried as ‘the background to 
all my dreams both pleasant and unpleasant’. Siegfried 
was the middle son, Michael being the eldest and Hamo 
(killed at Gallipoli in 1915) the youngest. Alfred left his 
wife in 1890, dying, aged 34, at Eastbourne in 1895. 

Theresa had her boys taught at home, unsatisfactorily, 
from 1895 to 1899, then at New Beacon Preparatory 
School, Sevenoaks. Siegfried was placed in a class with 
younger boys, and, even on his going up to Marlborough 
in 1892, he was working alongside 13-year-olds. Cricket, 
organ playing, and poetry were his true passions, as he 
grew away from his engineering-focused brothers, 
preferring nature, poetry, and horseriding. Back home, 
Tom Richardson, a groom (and captain of the Matfield CC 
XI) became a father figure to Siegfried, turning the young 
man into a very good cricketer, rider, and huntsman. After 
attending a ‘crammer’, Siegfried went up to Clare College, 
Cambridge, but, trying Law, then History, left without 
taking a degree. 

Choosing the life of a country squire, he rode with the 
West Kent Hounds, and won point-to-point prizes with his 
mount, Cockbird. He played cricket avidly, including 
matches at The Nevill for the Blue Mantles in 1910 and 
1911, averaging 19 runs in 51 innings, quite decent ‘for a 
poet’. At Marlborough, his bowling prowess had once 
returned 7 wickets for 18 runs, and he was to continue 
playing cricket well into his 60s down in Wiltshire. 

On 4 August 1914, as the Great War began, he was in 
khaki as a Trooper in ‘C’ Coy, Sussex Yeomanry, at 
Lewes. Soon transferring to the Royal Welch Fusiliers as 
a 2nd Lieutenant, he rejoined his cricketing pal, Bobby 
Hanmer, and met Robert Graves. His old Cambridge pal, 
David Thomas, also in the regiment, was killed in action in 
March 1916. Siegfried’s cricketing skills proved useful on 
‘bombing’ missions (forays using hand grenades), where 
he became known as ‘Mad Jack’ for his daredevil 
exploits, expecting (hoping?) to die a good death. In June 
1916, for bravery and devotion to duty, he was awarded 
the Military Cross, but became ill soon after the Somme 
offensive of July 1916, being sent off to Oxford. In 1917, 
he was back, in Rouen (where he contracted measles), 
then up to Arras. His war poetry was now developing, as 
was his anger about the conduct of the War and, in 

particular, the perceived incompetence of those in high 
command. Hit in the chest by a sniper, he arrived at 
Chapelwood Manor, Nutley, then an auxiliary hospital, as a 
recuperating wounded officer. He penned a protest against 
war and death, which he sent to his CO, but was ordered, 
by telegram, to report back for duty. He sent his protest to 
his MP and it was printed in The Times. Since the public 
took heed of Siegfried’s writings, he came close to being 
court-martialled, but Robert Graves, using influence, got 
him before a Medical Board, which despatched him to 
Craiglockhart War Hospital (dubbed ‘Dottyville’ by 
Siegfried), suffering from neurasthenia (shell-shock, or 
PTSD as it is now known). There, Wilfred Owen, a fellow 
patient, approached him, receiving most welcome 
constructive criticism of his own poetry, such that Owen 
(killed 4 November 1918) has emerged as a considerably 
more renowned war poet than Sassoon. Passed fit, 
Siegfried was posted to Ireland, then Palestine, before 
returning to France early in 1918, just as the Germans were 
making their final Spring Push. Sassoon, mistaken for an 
enemy soldier on his return (without a helmet) from a patrol, 
received a scalp graze when shot by his own Sergeant in 
July 1918. Thus ended his war, his poetry caught the 
popular mood, and the end of hostilities saw his 1919 poem 
record that ‘Everyone suddenly burst out singing’.  

Sam Gray brought along a fine display of photographs and 
excerpts of Sassoon’s poetry, while, during his talk, he 
quoted from several poems, including Haunted by a Sad 
Spirit, For Mamsie, The Extra Inch (on a cricketing theme), 
The General, The Rearguard, and The Dugout. 

Stefan Gatward  

April 2013   

The History and Culture of Gypsy 
Travellers 

by Philip Godliman 

Philip Godliman set a cracking pace in telling the story of 
gypsies and other travelling people over the last 1,000 
years, and liberally illustrated his talk with old photographs 
and a sprinkling of humour.  Though he is a “gorjer” (non-
gypsy), through his work with travelling families for the Kent 
Education Authority, he has a great insight into their lives 
and ways.  

For those of us whose knowledge and understanding was 
largely influenced by hostile stories in the press or 
exaggerated fly-on-the wall programmes on TV, here was 
an opportunity to have the stereotypes peeled back to 
reveal something of the real truth about gypsies and their 
traditions. 

Leaving India about 1,000 years ago (for reasons as yet 
unknown), the Roma people moved across Western 
Europe and North Africa, and have been on the move ever 
since.  They arrived in these islands about 500 years ago, 
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but despite the passage of time they have become neither 
established nor fully accepted here or elsewhere.  It is 
only recently, with the trend towards settling down in 
houses rather than living in their caravans (trailers), that  
the children have been able to receive a full education – 
but they are still brought up by the elders in the old 
traditions.   

One senses that the gypsies are still not comfortable with 
a fixed home and would really prefer the open road if that 
were practical.  Their houses are decorated inside and 
out in the style of a trailer with colourful fabrics, porcelain 
(Crown Derby by preference), cut glass and gold, and the 
ethos of immaculate cleanliness is rigorously maintained.  

Though the men are macho and manly, this is a 
matriarchal society, and the oldest granny holds sway.  
The old members live within the family group and the 
children are brought up to follow traditional customs and a 
strict moral code.  The girls are taught about managing 
the domestic side of life and bringing up children, and are 
expected to marry young and have a big family (hopefully 
with plenty of boys).  The boys (chavvies) learn the family 
business (which may still include horses which are part of 
the culture), and are naturally protective towards the 
younger members of the family.   

The old men are keen to ensure that the traditions, 
customs and culture of the Roma people are preserved 
and will teach these to the children – and for this reason it 
is likely that even though the actual travelling tradition 
may well pass into history as the gypsies become 
assimilated into wider society, the spirit of the gypsy 
travellers will continue well into the future. 

Mike Goolden 

July 2013 

The Capable Mr Brown 
by Russell Bowes 

     Jane Austen’s familiar face appeared as the first slide 
of the fascinating talk given to us by Russell Bowes, 
garden history lecturer.   She was seven years old when 
Mr. Brown died, but Russell was illustrating the fact that 
Lancelot Capability Brown (LCB)  was designing gardens 
for the future, and that Jane Austen had a sharp eye for 
the nuances of garden design as an indicator of status 
and also of modernity or conservatism.  Lady Catherine 
de Bourgh’s garden at Rosings Park in Kent is described 
as old fashioned, with formality and straight lines, 
whereas Pemberley, (Fitzwilliam D’Arcy’s house ) which 
may well have been modelled on Chatsworth House (one 
of LCB’s designs) with sweeping views, serpentine lake 
and clumps of fine trees, shows an openness to new 
ideas and fashions.   These designs were for posterity, for 
future generations to enjoy.  

There was nothing instant about them. Some took many 
years to complete, and involved the removal of vast 
quantities of earth which was then used to construct hills 

and banks.   Whole villages could be removed to another 
location. Water courses were dammed, and diverted.   
Nathaniel Dance’s portrait of LCB hangs in the National 
Portrait Gallery in London.  He appears in it to be observing 
the observer, with a slightly quizzical tilt to his head. 

Even in his own time he was not universally praised, and 
his star has waxed and waned with different views of his 
work, ranging from Sir Roy Strong’s condemnation (and 
refusal to include him in a major exhibition at the V and A) 
because “his designs modulated ground, trees and water - 
he is not a gardener“.   Others saw him as a genius who, 
with William Kent, created the classical ‘English’ style of 
natural landscape.   

Lancelot (Capability) Brown was born in 1716.   His birth 
was registered at his baptism on 30thAugust that year.   He 
was born the fifth child of a farmer (or farm labourer) and 
chambermaid. She worked at a nearby grand house - 
Kirkharle House, for Sir William Lambton Loraine, who had 
studied the science of landscape architecture and botany.   
Several particular factors indicate that he may have been 
the father of LCB.  The name Lancelot was strangely 
aristocratic for a servant’s child, he was kept at full-time 
school until the age of 15, he worked in the kitchen garden 
of the estate, and was sent away to Buckinghamshire, 
possibly when he started to resemble his father.  This is all 
conjecture. 

The creation of gardens was considered to be a 
gentlemanly pursuit, and in the English Age of 
Enlightenment the young scions of aristocratic families 
were expected to tour Europe with their tutors and 
companions, visiting the great centres of culture in France 
and Italy.  These Grand Tours led to changes in fashions in 
many aspects of life, and in particular to the grounds of the 
great estates. Souvenir paintings of the so-called Golden 
Age of classical civilisation, with ancient Grecian temples, 
lakes, and distant views of buildings seen over broad 
bodies of reflective water became the template for grand 
gardens.  No longer the domination of nature by man, but 
an idealised version of nature, still artificial, but made to 
look as if it had occurred without human intervention. 

Through introductions made by his first employer Sir 
William, and then Lord Cobham, whose grounds at Stowe 
he worked on from 1741, LCB became acquainted with all 
the aristocrats who spent part of their year in London, and 
part on their country estates.   At Stowe LCB was given a 
substantial 5 storey tall gate-house on the Oxford road – 
one of the Boycott Pavilions. They had a staff of 35 to 40, 
and he had a ‘can-do’ approach to any gardening problems. 
This included the invention of a clever tree-lifting cart, which 
could lever a forty-foot tall tree out of the ground for 
transplanting with plenty of root ball left intact.   Very handy 
for the creation of instant landscape if carried out in 
autumn. 

In 1742, LCB met Bridget Wayet, the daughter of a 
Lincolnshire solicitor. A love-match led to their marriage in 
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Stowe Church in 1744. This is still to be found hidden in 
the grounds of Stowe, as it could not be moved when the 
rest of the village was put ‘outside the pale’ in the 
redesigned landscape.  

Since LCB was often ‘lent’ to friends of Lord Cobham, 
eventually in 1749 he decided to go freelance, and set up 
home and practice in Hammersmith, London. One of his 
neighbours was gentleman builder Henry Holland. They 
collaborated on many projects and in 1773 LCB’s 
daughter Bridget married Henry Holland junior.    

LCB’s work thrived and included a project for the actor-
manager David Garrick.  As owner of Hampton House he 
wanted to build a temple to Shakespeare, but the land for 
this was beyond a public highway.   LCB’s simple but 
brilliant design had a tunnel built, which was embellished 
as a grotto with ammonites, shells and crystals. 

In 1764, Syon House Garden was admired by King 
George, and LCB was requested to work for the Royal 
gardens - this commission was not particularly welcome 
as he had very little time to spare, and so not much was 
actually changed, with the exception of the newly 
imported Black Hamburg Grape which was planted at 
Hampton Court.  This amazing plant still produces some 
8,000 pounds of fruit every year. 

In 1767, Bridget and Lancelot bought a small manor at 
Fenstanton, and LCB was nominated as Lord Lieutenant 
of Huntingdonshire. Their marriage was by all accounts a 
happy one, and they had some ten children, five of whom 
survived.  He was an amazingly prolific designer, and 
included a number of interiors in his portfolio.   One was a 
project for Lord Clive of India, owner of Claremont House, 
who had brought back from India a superb carpet some 
67 feet long and 14 feet wide.   In order to lay this 
massive piece, LCB suggested that all intervening walls 
and doors on the ground floor of the house should be 
knocked through. This produced a three-storey high hall, 
which is still called the ‘Indian Carpet Room’. 

LCB’s last commission was at Sheffield Park in Sussex. 
By now exotic colour was in fashion, and he was obliged 
to include brightly coloured trees and flowers brought 
back from the colonies, such as geraniums and fuchsias.  
LCB’s solution was to hide the bright flowers in amongst 
the trees - in much the same way as he had banished the 
kitchen garden further and further afield in his early days. 

Capability Brown died in 1783, after dining with Lord 
Coventry in London. He was a widely admired and 
wealthy designer, he had enjoyed the company of all the 
greatest aristocrats of his period, he had had a long and  

happy marriage with many children.   He was credited 
with changing the face of England, and his obituary 
described him as a fine genius. 

As Russell Bowes had hoped, this talk put human flesh and 
bones on a man of whom we have all heard, and whose 
gardens we have almost certainly visited, and it brought 
alive a fascinating period of history.     

Two Collections 

We have spent many months archiving the eclectic 
collection which was STAN COSHAM’s abiding interest. – one 
which he shared with the general public in his occasional 
photographic exhibitions.  These always enticed viewers 
who would spend hours, not only looking but also 
reminiscing about earlier years in Wadhurst. 

The collection includes over a thousand photographs many 
which he took himself, nearly 600 documents and over 50 
scrapbooks. They are all catalogued and stored in the 
Michael Harte room with the prefix SC.  You will see from 
the pictures and articles in this newsletter alone the variety 
of anecdotes which can be found there.  In future editions, I 
am sure we shall see more examples of his enthusiastic 
acquisition of material. 

Almost every society and group in Wadhurst seems to 
feature somewhere.  Almost every new development and 
change within Wadhurst is recorded. Schools, the churches 
and chapels, St John Ambulance, the Brass Band, drama 
and processions and not only those in the lifetime of people 
alive now.  Many are old photographs which recall a more 
leisurely and deferential way of life. 

 This collection will certainly appeal to a wide range of 
researchers in the years to come. 

********************** 

NEIL ROSE's Railway Collection is now catalogued and 
includes 37 civil engineers' plans of tracks, mostly at 
stations or junctions, and others of tunnel dimensions.  A 
few show station buildings and goods yards along with one 
or two residential properties. 

Approximately 20 folders identify many aspects of the 
Tonbridge to Hastings line from its inception in the 1840s to 
the change from diesel to electric in 1986. 

There are many tens of pages of handwritten notes for talks 
he gave along with even more pages of articles to 
numerous papers and journals some of which show the 
published article. Hundreds of pages, still handwritten, are 
included which he copied from various Acts of Parliament. 

Photograph albums cover all stations down the line, many 
with trains in motion, and one box has a large number of 
black and white photographs of steam locomotives. 

Clipped tickets,  random timetables from 1845 to 2006, and 
a couple of telegrams dated 22nd October 1867 to Uckfield 
Station fill other folders. A huge box of correspondence  
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shows Neil's prolific endeavours to keep people 
appraised of railway material and he had no qualms about 
setting records straight! 

We are full of admiration of Neil's in-depth knowledge and 
his recorded history of the workings of 
SER/SECR/Southern lines. His research commenced 
when he was a teenager and continued until his untimely 
death in 2009. 

************* 

From the Archives. 

As we have trawled through all the documents and 
pictures, we have come across many interesting 

facts and anecdotes which we look forward 
to sharing with you . 

 
The Courier newspaper of 29th August 1988 carried an 
article written by Harry Hobden and a further article was 
printed a few years later: 

Elephant in the Village Smithy. 

It is a real joy to come across one of the old country 
farriers still hard at work with skills that some said would 
be lost when the motorcar took over our villages from the 
good old horse and cart. 

Take old RODNEY BASSETT, for example.  He still runs his 
forge in Wadhurst at the age of 72.  There’s not many of 
us left that can graft hard at that age, but Rodney takes a 
pride in the business set up by his grandfather in 1901. 

Shame is that he’s the last of the line and every week 
gets letters from some big company or other offering to 
buy up his land  in Durgates – prime building site I think 
they call it – but Rodney says he’ll keep going for many 
years to come. 

When I went along to have a chat with him it was a bright 
Saturday morning and we sat in his front parlour with 
coffee and cakes reminiscing over old times, and the way 
things have changed. 

Not only had Rodney been Wadhurst‘s local blacksmith 
all his working life – he says his father was pleased he 
was born on a Sunday so it didn’t interfere with business 
– he was also a member of the Wadhurst fire brigade for 
40 years until they finally made him retire at 65, not that 
he couldn’t have carried on. 

“I can still picture the old call-out system,” he said. “Now it 
takes them half a minute to get on the road; when we first 
started it took half an hour. 

“The telephone exchange used to be in a house opposite 
our yard.  Trouble was none of the firemen were on the 
‘phone.  What would happen was, the woman operating it 
would open a window and yell across to one of us.  We’d 

get on our bikes and go and tell the others.  Later we had 
flares that exploded over the village on call-out. 

“In those days we were all volunteers and the fire-pump 
was horse-drawn, so we would also have to rush off to get 
some horses”. 

Rodney was in charge of the operation until the big boys 
arrived when that aeroplane crashed in the 1950s [1956] on 
what is now the International Stores [One Stop]. “Four 
people lost their lives in that – the pilot, his passenger and 
two people in the cottage.  Pray that kind of thing don’t 
happen again, now we’ve got those huge passenger jets”. 

What made it worse for Rodney was the fact that the pilot 
was one of his closest friends.  Nasty business.  

Still let’s get back to some happy times like when Rodney 
had to shoe a pony from a circus which was passing 
through Wadhurst. Rodney had often been asked to attend 
circus animals but he wasn’t prepared for it to arrive 
attached to the leg of its inseparable pal -  an elephant.  
Seems the Shetland pony and the elephant would not be 
parted and if the pony went to the blacksmith’s the elephant 
had to go along as well. 

That was more than 40 years ago, but Rodney remembers 
it like yesterday. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“We had to stand in the yard”, he said, “because we 
couldn’t have this great creature standing inside the forge. 
So I nervously rolled up my sleeves and got on with the job.  
Every time I bent over the pony a leathery trunk twined 
gently but persistently round my bare arm trying to pull me 
away.   

“It caused quite a stir at the time and the street was full of 
people watching.  It was uncanny.” 

The unusual sight of an elephant having its feet done 
caused quite a commotion and a photograph was taken 
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BUT, as one can see, the pony was almost obliterated 
from the scene as it stood in the shadow of its friend. 

Business is looking up for Rodney as more people are 
returning to horse-power.  I suppose it would be wrong to 
say I told you so. 

Rodney has no sons to take over the trade, and 
unfortunately, he can’t take on any apprentices.  He feels 
he can’t train them properly because he’s unable to do 
some of the back-bending work himself.  

Still, every week there are young lads advertising for jobs 
in the trade, whereas about five years ago – probably 
before the oil started running out and city gents bought 
their daughters ponies – no one wanted to know. 

It all goes to show that our country craftsmen are still alive 
and kicking, and business-like Bassett’s – which by the 
way was first housed on  land where the Subbuteo works 
is, before Rodney’s granddad and four sons moved 
across the road to the present site in 1906 – can weather 
any storm and remain part of country life. 

SC/AM/029 

From the Wadhurst Parish News magazine of August 
1930 describing the Parish Fête of the previous month 
with tongue firmly in cheek: 

Fun at the Fair 

Feeling that our reader would wish to have in permanent 
form the now “famous” addresses of the ‘Mayor’ and 
‘Town Clerk’ on the occasion of the fête, we print them, 
and only wish we could add the equally felicitous reply of 
Lady Courthope who most thoroughly entered into all the 
fun and nonsense and positions of those who comprised 
our ‘worthies’. 

Wadhurst Mayor, Mayoress and Corporation:  Mayor Jack 
Hollis; Town Clerk Major Oliver MC; Mace Bearer S 
Ansell; Mayoress Miss Larcombe; Mayor’s Chaplain Dr N 
H Bye; Town Beadle S T Wallis; Aldermen Peter Miller, 
Miss Hollis, C G Foote; Town Councillors Ben Greig, J 
Farley, W T Bassett,, Mrs Wilkins, F W Griffin, L R Sewell, 
G A Wilkins, W G Foot, Frank Skinner, H P Lee, A W 
Manktelow, W S Watkins. 

The Address of the Mayor:  

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

It is my privilege and very pleasant duty, as Mayor of this 
ancient City of Wadhurst, to call upon our venerable and 
also ancient Town Clerk to read an address of welcome 
to Lady Courthope, who has so  very kindly consented to 
open this fête.  Lady Courthope needs no introduction 
from me - we all know that the Courthopes, Whiligh and 
Wadhurst absolutely bind the Empire together, in fact the 
whole world is waiting in breathless anticipation to hear of 
the success of this fête, which is, of course, assured.  I 
will not keep you one moment more, and I now call upon 
our Town Clerk, who knows very little of Town and still 

less of clerking, to read (that is if he can read) the address 
of welcome. 

The Address of the Town Clerk: 

My Lady, 

In this address of welcome, the Mayor, Aldermen, 
Corporation and Councillors of this ancient and glorious 
town of Wadhurst desire to offer you their grateful thanks 
for your esteemed presence here today and for kindly 
consenting to open this fête. 

We are proud to give you a civic reception for few towns 
can boast of such splendid Aldermen and Councillors as we 
have here.  May I present them? 

You will have noticed in that brief moment of my 
presentation of them to you what a noble body of men they 
are who have overcome all obstacles and reached the 
greatest height of municipal glory. 

Few councils could have achieved such greatness and it is 
only through their undivided effort they have been the 
means of placing this glorious and ancient town on the 
pinnacle of fame. 

It is invidious to mention names, but one cannot refrain 
from calling your attention to the gracious and beautiful 
ladies who have assisted these highly intelligent men in 
their wonderful deliberations.  It may be permitted, 
however, to mention our Mayoress, who fills her high office 
with such distinction – she goes from meeting to meeting, 
committee to sub-committee, with the grace of a butterfly 
flitting from flower to flower. 

The Mayor, Aldermen and Councillors most humbly desire 
to extend to you their hearty welcome.  It is truly said that 
nothing is more powerful than personal example, which you 
have emphasized by your presence here today.  It only 
remains to beg your Ladyship to declare the fête open. 

SC/AM/483 

Juliet Rowcroft of Carlisle, Cumbria sent us an account 
written by her grandfather, THE REVD LESLIE C 
STEVENSON, once he had retired to his native County 
Derry.  He was vicar of Wadhurst  from 1908 to 1920 and 
his son, Patric Stevenson was born in the [old] vicarage on 
5th September 1909. Before being the vicar of Wadhurst, Mr 
Stevenson was private chaplain to Julius Drewe of 
Wadhurst Hall and lived in a house on the estate called 
‘Sunset’. 

When I was vicar of Wadhurst, King Edward died [May 
1910]. Every church throughout the land was asked to hold 
a service at the time the interment was taking place at St 
George’s Chapel, Windsor i.e. in the early afternoon. 

I made all arrangements for such a service at Wadhurst in 
good time and wondered if it would be possible to go up to 
London early on the day of the funeral, see something of 
the great procession and get back to my parish in time for 
our own service. On looking into the matter, I found it could 
just be done by leaving Wadhurst about 6.30 am.  My 
verger and sexton, Sam Wallis, and our doctor (Bancroft) 
agreed to make the attempt with me. 
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On the day appointed we found ourselves in London at an 
early hour, having travelled by train.  We made our way 
through crowds, which had begun to gather even then, to 
Pall Mall in front of which the procession was to pass, but 
all we could see of the route, even when we stood on top 
of a taxi, was the end of the rifles carried by the soldiers 
lining the route, the crowd was so dense. 

I then had the idea of trying to get into one of the tall, 
handsome houses opposite the Athenæum Club, and 
seeing the procession from a window.  This, of course, 
meant establishing contact with some of the ‘menials’ 
attached to the house (to use Sam Wallis’ word.)  After 
much trouble, persuasion and bribery, the chef, who had 
been appearing at intervals at a door leading into the 
‘Menial quarters’ consented to admit the three of us, but 
we were not to enter the house until the very last moment.  
All this time, guests of the same had been arriving at the 
house and were taken round to the front of the building 
where they would have a very close view of the 
procession.   

After what seemed an interminable wait, we heard the 
sounds of a military  band.  Our friend the chef gave us 
the arranged signal and we dashed along to the entrance 
of the basement.  The chef implored absolute silence on 
us – we were just to follow him and not say a word.  He 
led us into the great hall and up a magnificent staircase, 
winding up and up.  I noticed fine pictures on all the walls. 

Eventually we reached the attics and crawled out on to 
the roof but could see nothing of the route of the 
procession as the roof went up from where we stood at a 
very steep angle to a high ridge.  There was nothing for it 
but to scramble up the slates somehow and sit on the 
very topmost ridge of this exceedingly tall London house. 
It was not easy and our clothes suffered a good deal for 
the slates were very dirty – but we managed it at last and 
there we perched ourselves. 

We could see everything spread out before us, far below 
– the soldiers lining the route and just opposite an 
entrance to the Horse Guards Parade.  The music of the 
military band was now much clearer – a funeral march – I 
think it was Handel’s music at that moment. Then through 
the big entrance archway of the Horse Guards Parade, 
the head of the long and imposing procession appeared. 

I will not attempt to describe this in detail, except to refer 
to the royalties that followed the coffin.  They were all 
mounted on fine looking horses.  King George, Edward 
VII’s son, was easily recognised, also the German 
emperor – ‘Kaiser Bill’ - with his fierce looking moustache.  
All were in uniform.  And then I noticed a horse being led 
by a groom – the saddle was empty.  It was King 
Edward’s charger – and alongside the horse, another 
groom, was leading a small dog – the King’s favourite 
terrier. This all moved me greatly.   

The minute the procession had passed from our view, we 
scrambled down from our high perch and made our way 
down through the house and on to the street. 

We caught our train at Charing Cross and started for 
Wadhurst. the sandwiches we had brought with us were 
very welcome.  However the train was late getting to 

 

Tunbridge Wells and the hour appointed for the service in  

my church was now approaching.  Dashing from the train, 
we boarded a taxi, telling the taxi man to drive as hard as 
he could to Wadhurst church – about six or seven miles 
distant. 

When at last I reached to door of the vestry, the choir with 
my curate and a few more clergy were just entering the 
church, singing the processional hymn.  With mad haste I 
got into my robes and running outside the church, entered 
by a small door in the chancel, just as the choir were taking 
up their positions in their stalls.  I managed to get into my 
stall just in time.  It was a ‘narrow squeak’.  I had not 
considered the possibility of the train from London being so 
late. It was a most anxious journey.  An experience I never 
wish to repeat. 

I discovered afterwards that the tall magnificent London 
house we had entered was the town house of Lord Ridley – 
I think that was the name.  A few months later, one of my 
parishioners, the Hon. Mrs. Ramsden, had a visit from her 
brother, Lord Saye and Seal(?) whom I naturally met on 
one or two occasions.  And in the course of conversation I 
told his lordship of the manner in which I had managed to 
see the funeral procession of King Edward VII.  He was 
very amused and laughed heartily. 

“The next time I see Lord Ridley, I shall make a point of 
telling him how a Sussex vicar sat upon the topmost ridge 
of his town house and had a splendid view of King 
Edward’s funeral procession.”                       

SC/AM/557 

[Goodness, what some of these vicars get up to!] 

Parish News – January 1959 

The REVD A N H ROSCAMP wrote to his parishioners: 

Greetings and Good Wishes to all of you this New Year 
1959.  The year promises to open with the excitement of 
the formal dedication of the Fairbrother Memorial on 
January 25th by the Lord Bishop of Chichester. 

For some time we have been staring at the west end of the 
Church with considerable gloom and depression but, when 
the cardboard and plaster boards are removed, I think the 
congregation and parish as a whole will feel this 
magnificent work to be one of the finest screens of its type 
to be found anywhere in a church of this size.  The whole 
screen is typical of Sussex and its interests, especially this 
part of it. 

The purpose of the screen is a Memorial to the Fairbrother 
family and commemorates the Sussex wrought iron 
industry, epitomising to some extent country things.  Its size 
is 14 ft wide and 17 ft high.  The centre part opens to the 
full height of 14 ft.  The screen is entirely hand-made by 
Sussex craftsmen in wrought iron.  It is backed by specially 
prepared plate glass, but it is of so delicate a design as not 
to mar or close the vistas in the Church.  in the theme, 
Sussex lambs, the five martlets, hops, wheat, barley, tares, 
roots and two church mice are represented.  The oak 
formerly used for smelting iron and the blacksmith’s tools 
are included in the cast-iron side frames. 
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The religious theme is the Parable of he Harvest – the 
wheat and the tares are growing together awaiting the 
harvest.  The shepherd is symbolised by the crook. 

Such is Mr Fairbrother’s generosity that the whole of the 
belfry has been re-designed and there are now two oak 
cupboards, one to house the clock weights and the other 
for the hanging of coats.  There is a special panel with 
frames for the exhibition of peal records.  Valuable hand-
bells which have been kept in a box hitherto will now be 

seen neatly on special hooks behind a grill on the wall, 
and the whole has been finished by oak panelling round 
the walls, a new carpet and an oak bench. 

A plaque commemorating the association of the 
Fairbrother family with Wadhurst will be unveiled at the 
dedication ceremony. 

This very costly gift to Wadhurst Parish Church has taken 
nearly a year to complete, and it is hoped that on Sunday 
January 25th, there will be a very large and appreciative 
congregation. 

Church Restoration:  Resulting from the work as 
described above, it has been felt by the Parochial Church 
Council that the spire and tower should be repaired as 
early as possible this year.  At present there is a torrent of 
water which not only cascades from the spire on to the 
wall of the tower, but also seeps through into the clock 
chamber and thence down the inside of the ringing 
chamber.  The consequent damage to all the new 
panelling is obviously to be prevented if possible and we 
hope to get an early report from the Architect with a view 
to commencing the repairs early in the Spring.  I am told it 
is over 40 years since the shingles on the spire were 
renovated in any large scale. 

Once again our very large-hearted Mr Fairbrother has 
offered to pay half the cost of this work up to £200, and I 
think that, on behalf of all our parishioners, we might use 

this first opportunity of congratulating and thanking him for 
his foresight and munificence.             

SC/AM/544 

[One has to wonder whether the problems described above 
in relation to the spire and tower were the cause of the 
clock’s chimes not sounding for over 50 years.  We are 
lucky that in 2013 we are now able to hear them again, 
thanks to the generosity of local residents. 

It is also interesting to read about the screen’s formal 
installation. In January 2014, Martin Turner will be giving a 
talk about the History of St Peter and St Paul Parish Church  
and  no doubt the screen will be featured. 

In 2014 it is hoped that further new developments will be 
coming to fruition at the west end of the Church – 55 years 
after the Revd Roscamp’s letter.] 

Social Events 

Rachel, our fund-raiser and trips organiser par excellence, 
has done us proud this year and has brought great 
pleasure to many.  Tea with Joyce followed by a proper 
afternoon tea proved popular and Pat Bryer entertained us 
in that fondly remembered, unique style of JOYCE 
GRENFELL.  The second time we have visited 
BLETCHLEY PARK was possibly even better than our first 
visit.  Our guide, Philomena, dressed in 1940s style gave 
us an excellent introduction  to the place and then the hours 
sped by as we explored further.  Thank you, Rachel, for all 
the hard work which goes into such events. 

Dare one ask where we are going next? 

1914 – 1918 

As we approach the centenaries of the 1st World War, we 
need your help, please.  

ARE YOU RELATED OR DO YOU KNOW SOMEONE ELSE WHO IS 

RELATED TO ANYONE  
WHO SERVED IN THE FORCES DURING THE 1ST WORLD WAR? 

 

  The Wadhurst History Society would like to find out as much as 

possible about these men (and one woman)  in order to provide 

material for research in the future.  The Society also hopes to be 

able to publish in May 2015 a book to mark the Centenary of the 

Battle of Aubers Ridge. How did Wadhurst respond to the news 

from abroad during  those  four  fateful years?   Do you have any 

photographs  which  we  could  scan?    Wadhurst  is  receiving 

interest from various media because  it was a community which 

lost a  large number of men  in proportion  to  its size. The effect 

on  the  town must have been considerable, not only during  the 

War  itself but  also  in  the  years  that  followed.   Please will  you 

help us learn more about Wadhurst and its past? 

If you can help in any way, please contact Heather Woodward on 

01892  783212  or  write  to  Chequers,  Stone  Cross  Road, 

Wadhurst, East Sussex TN5 6LR. 
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Note from the Editor 
The next Newsletter should appear in about three to four 
months’ time.  It would be good to receive information, 
and articles from Members for inclusion and also any 
enquiries that you may have.  Somebody could well know 
the answer(s).  Such contributions should be sent to The 
Editor, Chequers, Stone Cross Road,Wadhurst,TN5 6LR 
or may be e-mailed to handew@waitrose.com by 

FRIDAY 28TH
 FEBRUARY 2014. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We are hoping to publish our next book to mark the 
centenary of the Battle of Aubers Ridge (9th May 2105).  

Stories, please! 

We received an excellent response to the request for 
descriptions of your Coronation memories.  Let’s hope we 
can do as well about the 1st World War.Talking about the 
Coronation stories.  Here is an extract from one then-little 
Wadhurst resident at the time of the Coronoation: 

Hugely exciting – extra day off school and for my little 
group of friends a “sleeping bag” night – an almost 
unheard of activity in the 50s. Parents and the Bonfire 
Society had been preparing for several months a carnival, 
floats, costumes and a huge party.  The children were in 
dressing-up costumes – mine a BRIDE. Together with my 

friend Roy Gibb, we were a BRIDE and GROOM with 
several little friends flower girls and page boys!! 

The photograph was taken in St James's Square and we 
were driven to the village in Mr Townshends’ Rolls Royce, 
decorated with white ribbon, by his chauffeur in full dress. 

After the parade we assembled in “The Commem” for a 
huge party – we sat in rows.  I remember sitting near the 
fire-escape, the door was open and we did chasing games 
in long dresses up and down the steep steps!  We were 
given mugs and a half-a crown coin.  I had a “Mock 
Orange” bouquet from my Gran’s garden.          SC/AM/558  

Christmas Presents 

Marking our 10th Birthday in style, we hope you will buy one 
of our Wadhurst History Society calendars for yourself and 
also some for  friends.   Our very own Christmas cards 
show an evocative picture of Wadhurst  over a century ago. 

There are also pictures of old Wadhurst ready for mounting 
and framing, and general cards featuring Wadhurst in the 
olden days. 

Or what about giving as a present one or more of our 
publications? 

Wadhurst  - Then and Now, a study in pictures.         £12 

Victorian Wadhurst                  £9  

The Day Wadhurst Changed,  

Friday 20th January 1956          £9 

Wadhurst in the Second World War                   £12 

Wadhurst Back in Time                     £15  

A Brief History of George Street                        £4 
 

Future Events 
 

Wednesday 13th November 2013:  10th Birthday of the Wadhurst 

History Society  

Tuesday, 10th December:  the 150th Anniversary of the last bare-

fisted Prize Fight which was fought in Wadhurst and led to the 

creation of the rules which apply today about boxing. 

Some form of commemoration of this event is being planned in 

Wadhurst so watch the local press and posters  for further 

information. 

Wednesday 11th December:  Wadhurst History Society Annual 

General Meeting and Christmas Entertainment with  mulled wine 

and mince pies.  

Saturday 10th May 2014:  Wadhurst History Society Table Top 

Sale in the Commemoration Hall.  

 

For updated news and information about the Wadhurst 
History Society, consult  
  

www.wadhursthistorysociety.org    


